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Connaught 
 S c h o o l  f o r  G i r l s   

Dear Parents/Carers, 

As we approach the end of another busy term I would like to thank parents/carers for their support.   

The parents’ evenings have been very well attended which shows, first hand, your commitment to 

your child’s education.  I would like to specially thank two groups of parents. The first group is the 

parent governors who play a key role in shaping the future of the school.  We are especially lucky 

at Connaught to have parent governors who regularly attend meetings and support school events.  

My Special thanks go to Mr Ian Nichols who has just finished his term of office as a parent governor. 

He actively supported the school over the last 4 years and we now welcome Mr Mahamroot who 

has taken his place. The second group is our newly formed PTA.  This group of parents are already 

working enthusiastically to raise money for the school.  The first event being a cake sale at last 

week’s parents’ evening which was a great success, raising £100.  The next parent’s evening is Year 

10 on April 27th.  If you would like to send in cakes on that morning, all contributions will be very 

welcome.  The PTA is also organising a ‘Table Top Extravaganza’ on Saturday July 8th so please put 

the date in your diary! 

On a more serious note, Year 11 are now only 6 weeks away from their GCSE exams.  A timetable 

of revision sessions planned for weekends and the Easter holiday can be found on our website 

under ‘GCSE Catch Up Sessions’ in the Curriculum section.  I wish all our students the best of luck for 

their forthcoming exams. 

In support of Waltham Forest’s traffic / environmental project, Mini Holland, I would like our school 

to make a positive contribution to reducing the amount of traffic on our busy roads.  A traffic survey 

has already been carried out, registering how we all travel to school.  We need to reduce the 

numbers travelling to school by car over the next four months.  What better time to do it than in the 

Spring and Summer when the days are warmer and lighter.  Even if it is just one day a week, aim to 

make a positive contribution in your family.  We are looking for ways to reward students for walking 

to school. 

I am delighted to introduce our new librarian Ms Khanom who joined the school in February.  She 

has lots of fresh ideas which she is planning to introduce.  I am pleased the library is now open until 

5 p.m. Monday to Thursday and 4.30 p.m. on a Friday.  Please encourage your daughter to use this 

facility to do her independent study. 

During the first week of the new term, on Wednesday 19th April, we will be having our yearly whole 

school photographs taken. Please make sure that your daughter’s school uniform is really smart 

that day! 

I hope that you have an enjoyable Spring holiday. 

Yours sincerely 

Sally Walker 

Headteacher. 



We’ve seen the film, read 

the play and sat through 

Macbeth on the estate, 

but live it is astounding! 

On the 2nd of February, 

Year 11 visited Stratford 

Theatre to see the play 

we have been studying 

for GCSE come to life. 

The modern take on the 

traditional Shakespeare 

play was incredible to 

watch as the actors had 

minimal props and sets 

but were able to 

modernise the 

production to change 

perspectives of all who 

have seen it. Costumes 

were of a dystopian 

future theme; along with 

gas masks giving an eerie 

effect as well as the 

drumming and pounding 

of wood on metal 

making the heart beat 

faster, as scenes became 

intense. Banquo was 

written as a male part 

originally; however the 

production changed it to 

a female one with 

Fleance being the 

daughter, which gave 

the play an interesting 

twist. Overall, it was a 

good opportunity and a 

great experience, which I 

would recommend to all 

who study the play, I 

even found myself 

reciting some of the lines! 

Finally, thank you to Ms 

Caroto and all of the 

teachers who came, it 

could not have 

happened without you. 

Hannah Nichols 11S  

Macbeth the performance! 

The Taming of the Shrew at Shakespeare’s Globe 
with the audience and 

walked out into the 

audience pit, among the 

yardlings.  At times, the 

actors were even too 

close!  The actors used 

the stage effectively by 

spreading out across the 

stage and climbing up 

and down ladders 

attached to pillars. 

It seems the actors were 

dedicated to staying in 

character, despite a lot 

of distractions from the 

audience.  Katherina 

and Petruchio (Gloria 

Onitiri and Alex 

Gaumond) showed a lot 

of chemistry during the 

performance and looked 

like they were having a 

good time.  It appeared 

that the actors also 

improvised to engage 

the audience.  Although 

the staging used puppets 

which seemed quite 

irrelevant, the actors 

used music and facial 

expressions to make the 

audience laugh. 

We recommend the 

production because it 

helps younger audiences 

to understand 

Shakespeare with the use 

of modern staging and 

music.  However, we did 

find that some of the 

ideas and attitudes in The 

Taming of the Shrew 

seem outdated and 

show inequality towards 

women. 

Written by 9F 

On Friday, 10th March, 

Year 9 had a chance to 

experience 

Shakespeare’s Globe’s 

The Taming of the Shrew.  

This gave us an insight 

into what it was like to 

watch a play that could 

have been performed in 

Shakespeare’s times. 

The story was at first 

confusing but we still 

found it enjoyable 

because the characters 

are opposites in 

personality and their 

attitudes towards 

women:  Katherina is 

angry at women’s 

inequality and the 

expectations of women’s 

behaviour and 

appearance, while 

Petruchio believes 

women should be tamed 

and obedient. 

Depending on where you 

stood as an audience, 

your view was either 

obscured or clear.  The 

actors often interacted 

“The actors often 

interacted with 

the audience 

and walked out 

into the audience 

pit, among the 

yardlings.”   
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As part of the 2017 British 

Science week, on the 

13th of March, year 8 

pupils went on a trip to 

the Natural History 

Museum and the Science 

Museum. We are very 

thankful to Ms Krunic (our 

science teacher) and 

the rest of the science 

teachers for arranging 

this trip. The trip gave us 

an opportunity to explore 

and learn about the 

fascinating creations 

behind science. During 

our trip we explored a lot 

of things like the 

earthquake room, 

looking at dinosaurs and 

more. From our groups’ 

point of view the trip was 

not only to learn but also 

to have fun while 

learning! The two 

museums were great! We 

recommend other pupils 

to go to the Natural 

History and the Science 

Museum to enjoy 

exploring things you 

haven’t seen before. 

Thank you science staff 

for arranging transport 

and looking after us 

during the journey we 

absolutely appreciate it.  

Fatima 8W and Salma 8F  

Sanda Naing 9C and 

Aaminah Hussain 9F. We 

had to do four different 

challenges over the 

course of the whole day. 

The group round was the 

first round, where we had 

On Friday 10th March we 

went to Bow school to 

compete against 26 

other school in the UKMT 

Team Maths 

Competition. Our team 

consisted of two year 8s 

(us), and two year 9s- 

to work as a group to 

answer certain questions. 

Next was the cross 

number which was like a 

crossword but with 

numbers. Two of us got 

the across clues and two 

got the down, but we 

weren’t allowed to 

communicate with the 

other pair. 

The shuttle round was 

where each answer 

helped you with the next 

question, so if you got the 

first answer wrong it was 

all wrong. Finally there 

was the relay, where we 

were split into two groups 

and put on opposite 

Year 8 trip to the Natural History and Science Museums  

UKMT Team Maths Competition 
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sides of the hall. We had 

to run the answers to the 

next pair back and forth. 

Overall it was a really 

challenging, fun 

experience and we 

thoroughly enjoyed it. 

Asiya Ramjan 8S and 

Aaliyah Dustagheer 8C 



Dear parents and 

students, welcome to our 

Maths Challenge. Maths 

is everywhere in our daily 

lives and we all use it all 

the time, often without 

even thinking. Want to 

improve your everyday 

maths? Take the 

Challenge!           

Students have an 

opportunity to 

participate in the weekly 

Maths Challenge as this is 

an exciting opportunity 

for all students to improve 

and broaden their 

mathematical skills. Most 

successful participants 

will be given credits and 

receive post cards. 

Congratulations for 

winning the Maths 

Challenge:-   

Lareib Shah 7F, Khansa 

Sajjad 7W, Sumaiya Alam 

7F, Khadija Mehmood 

7G, Shayma Fouad 8S, 

Nadiyyah Ayub 8C, 

Imaan Malik 9C, Aribah 

Shah 9S, Tanjina Rahman 

9W, Mariam 7G, 

Ameerah 7G, Samah 

Adam 7S, Juminah 

Rahman 7G and Tia 

Small 8W.                   

Many thanks to all 

students for participating 

in the Maths Challenge. 

Mrs S. Ranganathan 

Maths department 

Connaught School for 

Girls were out in force yet 

again at NJIRC this year.  

We had the most pupils 

from one school – 50 in 

total!  The day started 

early with pupils meeting 

at 8.15am.  We travelled 

to Lea Valley Athletics 

Centre and began many 

of the activities that were 

on offer such as laser tag, 

cycling, rock climbing, 

smoothie making, Great 

Britain Rowing Team 

talent identification plus 

many more.  We had 

pupils entered in the Year 

7, 8 and 9 events and we 

also entered one relay 

team who did extremely 

well in their heat.  All in all 

it was an excellent day 

and we would like to 

thank Ms Hebblewhite 

and Ms Tairi for 

organising the trip.   

By Mya and Vivienne  

Maths Challenge  

NJIRC 2017 

Library News! 
of 72 applications the 

librarian has chosen 26 

students to become 

trained in junior 

Librarianship. They will 

complete modules every 

term ranging from 

Marketing to Report 

Writing. This is a great 

opportunity for Year 10s 

to gain experience for 

their CV and for Year 7-9s 

to build their 

interpersonal skills. We 

look forward to seeing 

the progress they make 

in the library! 

The library is now open 

until 5pm! With exams 

around the corner, 

students are able to 

revise and complete 

homework in a quiet 

study space. 

Ms J. Khanom 

LRC Manager 

Every year Connaught 

School embraces the 

spirit of volunteering by 

electing prefects. 

However, there is an 

additional volunteering 

opportunity for all year 

groups and we’re 

proudly calling them 

Library Ambassadors. 

Students had to apply 

and patiently wait to find 

out who got chosen! Out 

“Out of 72 

applications  the 

librarian has 

chosen 26 

students to 

become trained 

in junior 

Librarianship.” 
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On Tuesday 21st 

February, 21 Year 8 pupils 

went to see “The Bubbly 

Black Girl Sheds her 

Chameleon Skin” at 

Theatre Royal Stratford. 

The musical was 

exploring concepts 

about identity within 

particular historical 

decades. All the pupils 

were very intrigued by 

the title and they were 

looking forward to the 

musical elements.  

When we arrived at the 

theatre, we were given 

better seating in the stalls 

which definitely added 

to our excitement. The 

musical did not 

disappoint as there was 

an array of music from 

the 60s, 70s and 80s.  

Here are some pupil 

comments about the 

visit: 

‘The Bubbly Black Girl…’ 

is a Royal Stratford East 

production. It is set in 

1963 when black people 

did not have their equal 

rights. It includes real-life 

problems that occurred 

over the years and 

relatable situations. It was 

a fun-filled experience 

which left you wanting 

more. It was well put 

together and had 

amazing actors. It really 

caught the emotions of 

what people were going 

through in that time. It 

was very enjoyable to 

watch and it was very 

interesting. Overall, it was 

a very good production 

and I would recommend 

it to anyone who wants a 

good time.  

Alisa Mehmood 8W 

‘The Bubbly Black Girl 

Sheds her Chameleon 

Skin’ was an excellent 

play about an African 

American girl who learns 

to stop being like others 

and learns to believe in 

herself. It was an 

enjoyable experience to 

go and see it in a 

theatre. It was a really 

interesting play and 

overall it was an amazing 

show. We went to 

Stratford Royale Theatre 

to see the play and I 

really enjoyed it. 

Asiya Ramjan 8S 

The trip to see “The 

Bubbly Black Girl Sheds 

her Chameleon Skin” at 

the Stratford Theatre 

Royal was amazing. The 

music, singing and 

dancing was great but 

the key message it gave 

through acting was even 

better. I feel like the 

performance was good 

because most parts of it 

were very relatable and 

the audience could 

connect with it on a 

personal level. I really 

liked how the show took 

on racial stereotypes and 

showed that people of 

colour are able to do 

absolutely anything in this 

world- just as much as 

anyone else can! 

Helena Matanga 8F  

We were very impressed 

with the behaviour and 

conduct of Year 8 pupils 

on this trip. Well done 

and thank you.  

The next Year 8 reward 

trip is on Tuesday 16th 

May to see ‘Room’ with 

Mr Huber.  

Ms S. Maniar 

English department 

Year 8 theatre trip 

 “It really 

caught the 

emotions of 

what people 

were going 

through in that 

time.”  
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On Wednesday February 

22nd, seventeen year 10 

Food Preparation and 

nutrition students 

accompanied by two 

adults travelled to 

Waltham Forest College 

to take part in a cooking 

competition. We 

travelled by bus to and 

from the college. The girls 

were well behaved and 

represented Connaught 

school really well. 

At the venue the girls 

had to work with their 

partner who was chosen 

in advance. Each team 

had to plan a three 

course meal using fish as 

a starter, meat as the 

main and lemon as the 

dessert. They were then 

given 3 hours to cook 

and serve the meal. 

The competition went 

really well and the girls 

demonstrated their ability 

to work under pressure to 

complete their dishes. 

We had two winners:  

Sash- Shae Stewart10S 

and Zaahida  Molvi 10F. 

We also had 2 runners 

up: Hina Kinoo  10F and 

Sinead McEwan 10W. 

Sash– Shae said “My 

partner and I were really 

shocked about winning 

the competition. We 

gave it our full potential, 

however we didn’t 

expect to win. At the 

start, whilst gathering the 

ingredients and 

equipment, it was really 

overwhelming. My 

partner Zaahida and I felt 

truly happy and excited 

about our win. We are 

looking forward to more.” 

Waltham Forest College Chef Competition 

“Each team had 

to plan a three 

course meal using 

fish as a starter, 

meat as the main 

and lemon as the 

dessert.” 
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“When we arrived at 

Waltham Forest College 

all the ingredients were 

already set out. However, 

we had to find all the 

equipment. That was the 

only disadvantage as it 

delayed the start to 

cooking. It was an 

eventful experience that 

gave us an insight to 

what our real GCSE 

experience will be like. I 

enjoyed the competition 

and Hina and I were 

placed 2nd to two of our 

fellow classmates. I 

would definitely go 

again.” 

Sinead McEwan 10W 

our pen pals. It does take 

a long time to finally get 

our letters to each 

country though. Overall I 

have enjoyed this 

opportunity and hope 

many more classes get to 

do this too. It’s fun!  

In my opinion the pen pal 

experience was a great 

way to communicate 

and bring back writing 

letters by hand. It was 

also cool to be writing to 

Recently Miss Espinoza 

arranged for our class to 

write letters and have 

pen pals in New Zealand 

where she was born and 

used to teach. It’s been 

a great opportunity to 

learn about the 

differences in lifestyles 

and our personalities 

based on where we live. 

It has been an exciting 

process to exchange 

letters getting to know 

children the same age as 

us, albeit a very long way  

from us. The children of 

Auckland New Zealand 

were very welcoming, 

easy going and 

surprisingly relatable! I 

would love to undergo 

this activity again as it 

was an enthralling and 

exciting once in a 

lifetime opportunity. 

Rabiah Ali and Abribah 

Shah 9S 

Waltham Forest College Chef Competition continued 

Pen Pals 
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In late February, Miss 

Noakes invited Stephen 

Turkington, a Language 

Officer for the European 

Commission, to the 

school to discuss the 

importance of languages 

in the world of work. He 

gave examples of how 

languages could be 

used in general and in 

employment. He said 

that Universitys and 

employers look 

favourably on students 

with 1 good MFL 

qualification and 

especially 2. 

Here is what the girls had 

to say about his visit: 

“Stephen’s assembly on 

languages and careers 

was very interesting. He 

inspired us to continue 

studying languages 

throughout our 

education!”  

Asiya Ramjan 

“His speech was really 

inspiring, so much so that 

he even made me 

question my dream job! It 

was really interesting to 

hear his languages story 

and I was amazed that 

he knew so many 

languages! I have now 

learnt that languages 

can play a really big part 

in your life!”  

Marietou Deme  

A group of year 9’s were 

questioned about how 

they felt after the 

assembly and said, 

“It really helped us 

choose our GCSE 

subjects wisely. Even 

though it is compulsory to 

study a language here at 

Connaught, he made us 

think that even if we 

don’t continue with 

languages in the future, 

any employer would look 

positively at a language 

GCSE. Some of us will be 

studying French Fast 

Track next year and we 

are pleased that having 

a second language will 

look even better on our 

CV!”   

It is fantastic to see that 

this assembly had a really 

positive impact on the 

pupils’ knowledge and 

understanding of how 

important languages are. 

We will certainly be 

inviting members of the 

European Union and 

European Commission to 

Connaught School for 

Girls in the near future. 

Miss E. Noakes 

MFL department 

Languages in the world of work 

“It really helped 

us choose our 

GCSE subjects 

wisely.” 
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Year 11 art GCSE 

students have been busy 

building up their 

sketchbooks in 

preparation for their final 

exam. To help them in 

this task, all students were 

taken to the V&A 

museum where they 

collected resources and 

made drawings, looking 

at exhibits in the cast 

court, Japan, and Middle 

East galleries as well as 

the ceramics, theatre 

and paintings galleries. It 

was a very full and busy 

day which resulted in all 

students coming away 

with lively drawings and 

lots of new ideas. 

Everyone found 

something new and 

interesting. Here are 

some student comments: 

“I liked the cast court, 

especially the lion.”  

Aliyah Ahmed 

“I really liked the 

Japanese art. I loved the 

details on the kimonos 

and the use of vivid 

colour. I was also 

fascinated by the 

rhinoceros costume in 

the theatre gallery.” 

Maryam Patel 

Mrs G. Wensley 

Art department 

LGBTQ community. The 

whole of year 8 made 

Connaught proud as we 

continue to promote 

tolerance towards 

people of all religions, 

ethnicities and sexual 

orientation. Here are two 

quotes from students: 

" I thought the workshop 

was informative and also 

fun! We were all able to 

hear different people's 

experiences with being a 

part of the LGBTQ 

community. The Diversity 

workshop also allowed us 

to understand more 

about the way that 

LGBTQ people would feel 

and how we can 

On Thursday 2nd March, 

each year 8 Form class 

was lucky enough to be 

able to attend a one 

hour long workshop 

aimed at breaking 

stereotypes and opening 

conversation on the 

topic of LGBTQ. The 

workshops were led by a 

team of experienced 

speakers as well as 

actual role models who 

shared their own 

experience with coming 

out as LGBTQ to their 

friends and family. The 

speakers were impressed 

with the maturity of our 

students and how 

tolerant the whole year 

group is towards the 

welcome and support 

them."  

Ayesha Timol 8S. 

"The Diversity Role Models 

workshop was a fun 

workshop that showed us 

a lot of new information 

about the LGBTQ 

community. I feel that 

the workshop was 

beneficial to our views 

about people and the 

differences among all of 

us, as well as how we 

can all be accepting 

towards them."  

Tia Griffiths Small 8W 

Mr W. Huber 

MFL department 

Year 11 visit the Victoria and Albert Museum 

Diversity Role Models Workshops  
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On the 22nd of March, a 

group of year 10s got to 

go on a trip to see ‘An 

Inspector Calls’. ‘An 

Inspector Calls’ is a play 

about mystery, murder 

and how your actions are 

able to affect others in 

different ways, though 

you may not realise it. It 

shows a family’s 

experience of this and 

the Inspector brings it all 

out. There is also a 

supernatural aspect to 

the play, which draws 

you in and twists your 

perspective of what is 

going on.  

We found the staging 

very cleverly put 

together; at first there 

were some actors who 

walked through the 

audience as though they 

were part of it, making 

you part of the play. Then 

we were onlookers onto 

a scene, where a family 

were in a house, which 

was near the centre of 

the stage and it was 

closed off to the 

audience, as we 

watched the story 

unravel through the 

windows. Later on, we 

got to see inside the 

house and their minds, as 

they opened the house 

up to the audience, this 

was near the time when 

the family started 

explaining more about 

themselves. We liked the 

way the house was a 

metaphor for the family’s 

relationship with each 

other. At the beginning, 

the house was closed off 

and it hid what was 

going on inside, then 

when the family opened 

up about themselves and 

the house opened up 

too. After a while the 

house starts to fall apart 

and deteriorate as the 

family’s relationship 

developed and 

becomes contorted from 

what they learn about 

each other. 

In all of this there is one 

man who sets it off, he is 

Inspector Goole, he is a 

mysterious onlooker at 

the beginning of the 

play, and as the story 

unfolds, you start to see 

his ways of thinking and 

how he is a very unique 

and strange character. 

The other characters 

respond to the Inspector 

in many ways like hatred, 

acceptance or sorrow.  

This play was extremely 

well done and it drags 

you and all of your 

attention into the story, 

taking you along with it. 

We enjoyed the 

elements of shock and 

the fact that the family 

had not known each 

other as well as they 

thought. The characters 

seemed to change 

through out the whole 

play while the play also 

changed us as we 

watched. It gives you a 

new perspective of how 

your actions are 

sometimes not just 

forgotten about, but can 

affect your life and 

mainly other people’s 

lives in extreme and 

drastic ways. The scariest 

part was the fact that 

something that may 

have seemed suitable for 

you to do may be 

someone else’s downfall. 

Written by Grace Penton 

10F 

An Inspector Calls 

“We enjoyed the 

elements of shock 

and the fact that 

the family had 

not known each 

other as well as 

they thought.”  
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BTEC Music Concert 

  

Towards the end of the summer term, the Year 10 Music BTEC group are hosting a 

concert titled ‘Summer Serenade of Musicals’. Our concert will feature songs from 

musicals and any student is welcome to audition. This will be a fantastic 

opportunity for family and friends to come and have a great time. 

  

Muneeba Omer 10C   



Dates for your Diary 
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Connaught Road 
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London E11 4AB 

tel: 020 8539 3029 

fax: 020 8558 3827 
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school@connaught.

waltham.sch.uk  

Connaught 
 S c h o o l  f o r  G i r l s   

Fauziyah Abubakar in 7C is our new Artist of the 

Month. Fauziyah's researched the Fauvist art 

movement and two artists as part of her homework 

and produced this poster full of interesting facts. 

Ms T.  Masella 

Art Technician 

Artist of the Month 

www.connaught-school.co.uk 

Last Day of Term   - Friday 31st  March 2017 

(school closes at 12pm for Years 10 & 11 and at 1pm for Years 7, 8 & 9)  

First Day back after Easter - Tuesday 18th April 2017 

May Day Bank Holiday  - Monday 1st May 2017 

Whitsun Half-Term Holiday - Monday 29th May to Friday 2nd June 2017 

Year 10 Parents’ Evening  - Thursday 27th April 2017 

Year 7 Parents’ Evening  - Thursday 11th May 2017 

GCSE written exams begin  - Monday 15th May 2017 

Year 10 Internal exams begin - Monday 5th June 2017 

Sports Day   - Friday 14th July 2017 

Year 11 Leavers’ Event  - Monday 3rd July 2017 

Connaught Goes Out Visits Day - Wednesday 19th July 2017 

Last School Day of the Year - Friday 21st July 2017 
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Mr L. Simpson 
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